
Afflicion Effect Symptoms

Teleportitis
Randomly teleports a short distance (move distance). Every in game hour roll you teleport your move speed away in a random direction. Roll 1d100, on a 1-
70 you teleport your move speed. On a 71-94 you teleport three times your move speed away. On a 95-100 you teleport ten times your move speed away.
If this teleport would place you in solid rock or in liquid, it teleports you to the nearest breathable space instead. You may expend a spell slot to control the

direction of this teleport

Involuntary twitching, rapid eye blinking,
occasionally a slight blurring of the light

surrounding them.

Fast/Slow Metabolism
Roll 1d6. On a 1-3 you have Fast Metabolism, on a 4-6 you have Slow Metabolism. If Fast you consume twice the needed rations per day or suffer

Exhaustion but gain resistance to poisons and cold. If Slow you can consume half as much but occasionally lose access to bonus actions in combat. If the
afflicted would use a bonus action roll 1d100, on a 1-75 that action automatically fails, on a 76-100 it goes through normally.

If Fast, appear more skinny and gaunt,
rapid weight loss. Dried and cracked lips.

If Slow appears to have more fat in
certain places, emit a faint odor.

Physical deformation
Roll 1d10. 1-3 you grow horns, cannot wear a helmet or cap but can expend a bonus action to make a basic unarmed melee attack. If 4-7 you grow

gills/breathable scales on your body. Armor is less effective for you (-2 AC to all chest armor worn.) but you can breathe underwater in addition to normal
breath. On a 8-10 your hands and feet are deformed, you cannot wear shoes/boots but you do not suffer penalties of Difficult terrain, and you suffer a -2 to

melee/ranged attack rolls.

Depends on the roll. Gigantic deer horns,
ram horns, devil horns. Scaled and slimy
torso, webbed or heavily calloused feet

and hands.

Hypercelerity You gain +2 to iniative.Whenever you make an attack roll, roll 1d4. On a 1 your body and mind move quickly, gaining another attack per round (even spell
attacks, using only one slot.). At the end of the round the person must make a Constitution saving throw , failure gives 1 level of exhaustion up to 5.

Wide eyes that twitch, Rarely blinks,
visible affects of exhaustion.

Arcane Instability Roll 1d6 when you BEGIN a long rest, on a 1-3 you reduce your spell slots by half, but the effects of all spells is doubled (rounds lasting, damage dice, spell
saves, etc). On a 4-6 your spell slots are doubled, but the effects of spelled are reduced by half.

The occasional crackle of arcane energy,
all hair on the body stands straight up

occasionally.

Eyeballs
Roll 1d8. On a 1-4 you grow eyes in the back of your head. You're incapable of being surprised and have +2 to AC. However you have disadvantange on
melee/ranged attack rolls due to disorientation. On a 5-8 You grow more eyes in front of your head, you gain advantage on melee/ranged attack rolls and

your frontal vision is doubled, however all attacks made at your flank are granted advantage

Weird eyeballs on the front/back of the
head. Could be spider eyes, snake eyes,

cat eyes, human eyes, alien eyes

Gelatinous
Roll 1d10, on a 1-5 you gain massive gelatin sores over your body that can come to life when struck. If you take a hit in melee you can use your reaction to

inflict 1d8/per level acid damage to the attacker, You suffer disadvantage on constituion and dexterity saving throws. On a 6-10 you gain a thin layer of
gelatin that covers your entire body. You cannot wear armor effectively (-5 to AC) but all melee attacks against you have disadvantage, and you can

squeeze into spaces one size smaller than yourself.

Giant jelly-sores over the body.
Translucent film over top of the skin

Savantism
Roll 1d20 every fictional day. Reroll 19 or 20's. On a 1-18 consult the skills list on the character sheet. (1 being Acrobatics, 18 being Survival). Whatever the
result of the roll you gain a +15 bonus to that skill roll but suffer a -5 penalty to all other skill checks until the next day. Additionally you suffer disadvantage

on Wisdom checks/saving throws.
Slightly larger head.

Berserkeritis (Mad
Sentient Disease)

Whenever you roll iniative, count the enemies visible and roll randomly to choose one. You fly into a rage, gaining advantage on any action involving the
target and are incapable of targeting anyone else with spells/attacks directly. Upon death a new target is chosen randomly. Once all enemies are dead OR

out of sight roll a Wisdom saving throw with disadvantage. If you fail you make an attack against the nearest ally, repeat this until success.
Hard eyes of barely contained rage.

Involuntary flexing of muscle

Antennae You gain two large antannae that protude from your forehead. You gain +10 to passive perception. You cannot wear helmets and suffer 1d4 psychic
damage per hour in overstimulated areas (GM's discrection.)

Large antennae coming from the head,
with hairs and ending at a point.

Rapid Regeneration
Your flesh rapidly regenerates from injury. You gain 1 hit die and you may spend hit dice at any time to regain hitpoints without the need to take a rest.

However this also sees your natural orafices as things to be patched up. Every 4 in game hours take 1d4/level damage from self-inflicted wounds to stave
off suffocation.

Bleeding from the lips cut to self-inflicted
injuries, fresh pink scars where you were

just injured.

More Parts

Roll 1d6, on a 1-3 you gain an additional arm. On a 4 or 5 you gain an additional leg. On a 6 you gain an additional head. If you have an arm you can wield
another weapon or shield and are able to make an additional attack per round but suffer Disadvantage to all saving throws except Strength. If you have a

leg you increase your speed by 10 feet and gain advantage on Dexterity saving throws/checks but suffer disdvantage on all saving throws besides
Dexterity. If you gained a head you gain 2 spell slots, if you have 0 then choose a cantrip and two Level 1 spells from the Wizard list but suffer disadvantage

to all saving throws besides Intelligence.

Another arm, leg, or head.



Wings You gain wings. You can fly up to half your move speed but reduce your walking speed by half due to clumsiness. You also suffer disadvantage on
Dexterity saving throws and -2 to AC Wings, duh.

Draconosis
You're skin becomes hard and scaled like a dragons, gain +2 AC and roll 1d10. On a 1-4 you gain the Dragonborn's breath weapon (choose which.) If you

already have it then choose a second one.  You gain vulnerability to all elements except the ones chosen. On a 5-7 your hands morph into claws and
talons. You may make two (additional) unarmed attacks per round but cannot wield weapons or shields, these attacks deal 1d8 damage. On a 8-10 you

gain both.

Draconic eyes, scales, a large lizard tail.
Acting like they are better than everyone

Tendrils
You gain black tendrils that come out of various points in your torso. Regardless of the will of the afflicted, any creature entering melee ranges causes the
tendrils to make an unarmed attack (using your stats), if successful the target is grabbed. If a creature starts its turn grabbed it suffers 1d10 bludgeoning

damage. After a long rest make a Wisdom saving throw, if you fail gain Long-term madness (consult DMG's Long Term Madness chart.)

Wild black tendrils that extend from the
back of the torso, rubbery in their

appearance.

Uncontrolled Telepathy You can unwillingly read others minds. When you see a person for the first time or after a long rest roll a charisma saving throw. If you succeed you can
read their mind without penalty if desired (they will detect invasion). If you fail you read their minds unwillingly and take 1d6 psychic damage.

Drained expression, eyes slightly glazed
over.


